
Combine soft and silky
lip balm base with a variety
of yummy flavors to create 

your own lip sensations.

Ages 7 to 97

Getting Started
Read all the instructions before you begin. Since you 
will be making balm for your lips, it’s important to keep 
your hands and work area clean. As with any cosmetic 
product, discontinue use if any irritation occurs.  

Cover your work area with paper towels. Keep extra paper 
towels nearby for easy clean up. The lip balm flavorings may 
stain fabric or furniture. This water-resistant balm may feel 
slightly sticky when first applied, because it helps protect and 
moisturize your lips. Wipe up any lip balm messes with a dry 
paper towel, then wash with soap and warm water. 

Sensitive Skin Warning - If you experience 
any redness or skin irritation, discontinue use.
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Non-toxic  Safe for children

Tell us what you think!

  Visit our website and rate this product

 Our mission is to provide 
children with experiences

that stimulate and encourage 
their natural creativity.

Our open-ended products
offer fun-filled opportunities

for children to create, pretend, 
explore and learn.

Our Quality Promise
Since 1976 Creativity for Kids has 

been creating safe, innovative 
products that meet or exceed U.S. 
safety standards as determined by 
independent laboratory testing.

Cool Carrying Case
Place 2 containers of lip gloss on each end of the 
carrying case and then slide the last one into the 
middle. Zip it up and then carry your lip gloss 
wherever you go. 

To remove your lip gloss, open the pouch
and push up under the case until the
containers pop out.
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(See the next page for fruity 
mixing ideas.)

Lip Balm Basics
1.) Use a mixing tool to place
a couple of scoops of lip balm 
base inside a mixing cup, filling 
it about halfway.  

As you work with the base and 
colors, keep in mind that exact 
measurements are not neces-
sary.  Adding a little bit of this 
and that is all part of the fun.

3.) Using a mixing tool,
place the base in one of your 
containers. 

Do not overfill your container or 
your lip balm will stick to the lid.  
Use your clean finger to smooth 
the top of your lip balm. Wipe 
your finger on a paper towel.

The consistency of your lip balm 
will vary depending on how 
much flavor you add to your 
base. Add more flavor to make 
it thinner and less to make 
it thicker.

2.) Add a squeeze or two of
flavor. Firmly hold the container 
in your hand. Use another mixing 
tool to mix the lip balm until 
smooth. Keep stirring until the 
lumps have disappeared.

When creating new lip balm 
flavors, you can use a new
mixing cup. If you need to
clean the mixing tools, wipe
them thoroughly with a dry
paper towel.  

Fruity Mixing Ideas

Yellow + Blue = Green…..LemonBerry

Red + Blue = Purple….Very BerryCherry

Yellow + Red = Orange….LemonCherry

Can you think up some other fruity fun names?

It’s fun to mix and match the flavors and invent your 
own fun combinations. Here are a few to try. 

Decorating the Containers
You will want to decorate your containers before you fill them.

Note: Before adding the stickers, make sure the cosmetic
containers are clean.

Layer the stickers however you like to create your own cool containers. 


